Fuzzy rule-based systems suffer from the so-called curse of dimensionality when applied to high complexity datasets, which consist of a large number of variables and/or examples. Fuzzy rule-based classifier ensembles have shown to be a good approach to deal with this kind of problems. In this contribution, we would like to take one step forward and extend this approach with two variants of random oracles with the aim that this classical method induces more diversity and in this way improves the performance of the system. We will conduct exhaustive experiments considering 29 UCI and KEEL datasets with high complexity (considering both a number of attributes as well as a number of examples). The results obtained are promising and show that random oracles fuzzy rule-based ensembles can be competitive with random oracles ensembles using state-of-the-art base classifiers in terms of accuracy, when dealing with high complexity datasets.
Introduction
Fuzzy rule-based classification systems (FRBCSs) are well-known soft computing tools [1, 2] , as they are able to model complex, non-linear classification problems via soft boundaries obtained through the fuzzy rules as well as they have capability of knowledge extraction and representation in a way that they could be understood by a human being [3, 4] . FRBCSs, however, have one significant drawback.
The main difficulty appears when it comes to deal with a dataset consisting of a high number of variables and/or examples. In such a case FRBCSs suffer from the so-called curse of dimensionality [2] . It occurs due to the exponential increase of the number of rules and the number of antecedents within a rule with the growth of the number of inputs of the FRBCS. This issue also causes a problem of scalability in terms of the run time and the memory consumption.
Fuzzy rule-based classifier ensembles (FRBCEs) proved to be a good solution to deal with complex and high dimensional classification problems [5] . In that work, we proposed a methodology for component fuzzy classifier generation. To generate FRBCEs we embedded Fuzzy Unordered Rule Induction Algorithm (FURIA) [6] 1 into a classifier ensemble (CE) framework based on classical CE design approaches such as bagging [7] , random subspace [8] , and mutual information-based feature selection [9] . The experiments performed showed that out of the three following CE methodologies, that is bagging, feature selection, and bagging with feature selection, the former obtained the best performance when combined with FURIA-based FRBCSs.
We would like to take one step forward and improve the performance of the FRBCEs proposed in [5] , when dealing with high complexity datasets. For that purpose, we will incorporate a fast and generic CE technique, namely Random Oracles (ROs) [10, 11] , into the CE framework already proposed in order to obtain highly accurate and robust FRBCEs.
ROs is a classical ensemble approach achieving good performance while having several interesting features (a comprehensive study is presented in [10, 11] ). This miniensemble replacing the component base classifier is composed of a pair of subclassifiers with a random oracle (a random function, e.g. a random hyperplane) choosing between two of them, when an instance is presented in the input. During the training phase, the random oracle splits a dataset into two and feeds each subclassifier with the data from each half-space, while, during the classification phase, it decides which subclassifier makes the final decision to be further used at the ensemble level.
In this contribution, we aim to improve the performance of the FRBCEs proposed in [5] by combining two variants of ROs, a classical ensemble approach, with those FURIA-based fuzzy CEs. The use of ROs has been shown to be able to improve the performance of the CE generation methodologies [10, 11] . In particular, the combination with bagging [7] or random subspace [8] approaches has been apparently emphasized to be the most profitable to the use of ROs, in comparison with the combination with the other approaches. We will show that this FRBCE can not only properly deal with high complexity datasets, but its performance is also competitive with the state-of-the-art RObased CEs using classical machine learning algorithms such as C4.5 [12] and Naïve Bayes (NB) [13] as base classifiers proposed in [10, 11] . For this purpose, a comprehensive study will be conducted considering 29 high complexity datasets (with either a high number of features or a high number of examples) from the UCI machine learning 2 and from the KEEL dataset 3 repositories to test the accuracy and complexity 4 of the derived CEs. The proposed RO-based FRBCE will be compared with the above-mentioned state-of-the-art RO-based CEs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the preliminaries required to introduce our work are reviewed. Section 3 briefly describes the ROs and their incorporation to our FRBCE methodology. The experiments carried out and their analysis are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this contribution, suggesting also some future research lines.
Preliminaries

Classifier ensemble generation and combination methods
Classically, two kinds of CE design stages are distinguished, each one operating at the different level of the CE structure [14] . The first one is related to the CE generation methodology, which deals with the learning of base classifiers. It aims at generating a set of diverse classifiers, which jointly obtains a high accuracy. Several approaches have been proposed to achieve these objectives along the last decades. The most popular among them are probably data re-sampling techniques. Bagging [7] and boosting [15] are the two leading methods within this approach. In contrast, another group consists of a set of methods inducing the individual classifier diversity through some alternative, specific mechanisms [16] such as feature selection [8] or diversity measures [17, 18] . Hybrid approaches, combining both groups have also been proposed. The most indicative approach could be random forests [19] . The second design task focuses on the combination of the individual decisions provided by the base classifiers to compute the final output of the CE. The two most common approaches are classifier fusion and classifier selection [20] . The former one is based on the assumption that all the classifiers are trained over the entire feature space and that all ensemble members make independent errors. In contrast, the latter relies on the fact that each classifier is specialized in some local part of the feature space. The weighted majority voting is probably the most extended fusion-based combination method [21] . However, several well known alternatives have been proposed in the literature, including simple functions (majority voting, sum, product, maximum, and minimum) [22] as well as some more advanced techniques [22, 23, 24] . The classifier selection strategy consists of either locally selecting the most appropriate (e.g. the best performing) classifier to provide a class label for a given specific example (performing static [25] or dynamic classifier selection [26, 27] ) or doing it in a global way by selecting a subset of classifiers that will be used for the entire dataset (e.g. overproduce-andchoose strategy [28] ). Hybrid approaches have also been introduced in the literature [25, 29] .
One of the most interesting features of ROs is that this approach somehow fits to both families: CE generation methodologies and combination methods (see Sec. 3). It can serve as the base classifier generation strategy as well as it is a hybrid method joining classifier fusion and classifier selection.
Bagging fuzzy classifier ensembles
In this contribution, we will follow a methodology for the component fuzzy classifier generation that we previously presented in [5] . To generate FRBCEs we embedded FURIA [6] into a CE framework based on classical CE design approaches [7, 8, 9] . We concluded that pure bagging without additional feature selection obtained the best performance when combined with FURIA-based FRBCSs. Thus, we consider the use of bagging with the entire feature set to generate the initial FURIAbased fuzzy CEs.
In order to build these FRBCEs, a normalized dataset is split into two parts, a training set and a test set. The training set is submitted to an instance selection procedure in order to provide the K individual training sets (the so-called bags) to train the K FURIA-based fuzzy FRBCSs. In every case, the bags are generated with the same size as the original training set, as commonly done. 
The voting-based fuzzy reasoning method is used to take the decision of the individual subclassifier [30, 31] .
After performing the training stage on all the bags in parallel, we get an initial whole FRBCE, which is validated using the training and the test errors as well as a measure of complexity based on the total number of rules in the FRBCSs. The standard majority voting approach is applied as the classifier fusion method [29, 32] : the ensemble class prediction will directly be the most voted class in the component classifiers output set. In the case of a tie, the output class is chosen at random.
Using random oracles to design fuzzy rule-based classifier ensembles
A RO [10, 11] is a structured classifier, also defined as a "miniensemble", encapsulating the base classifier of the CE. It is composed of two classifiers and an oracle that decides which one to use. Basically, the oracle is a random function whose objective is to randomly split the dataset into two subsets by dividing the feature space into two regions. Each of the two generated regions and the corresponding data subset is assigned to one classifier. Any shape for the decision surface of the function (in this contribution a hyperplane is considered) can be applied as far as it divides the training set into two subsets at random. The ROs approach exhibits several interesting features, making it quite unique among the existing CEs solutions:
• It is a generic approach composing a framework in which ROs embed only the base classifier. Thus, it allows a design choice at two different levels: i) any CE strategy can be applied; ii) any classifier learning algorithm can be used. Apart from that, it can be used as the CEs generation method on its own.
• It induces an additional diversity through the randomness coming from the nature of ROs. Generating a set of diverse base classifiers was shown to be fundamental for the overall performance of CEs [17, 33] . Let us emphasize that ROs are applied separately to each of the base classifiers and no training of the oracle is recommended, as it will strongly diminish the desired diversity.
• It embeds the two most common and complementary CE combination methods, i.e. classifier fusion and classifier selection.
• A wide study has been carried out over several CE generation approaches [10, 11] in order to analyse the influence of ROs on these methods. C4.5 [12] (in [10] ) and NB [13] (in [11] ) were the base classifiers used. All the CE generation approaches used took advantage of the ROs, outperforming the original CEs in terms of accuracy. Especially, the highest improvement of the accuracy was obtained by random subspace and bagging according to [10] .
Two kinds of ROs were presented so far: random linear oracle (RLO) [10, 11] and random spherical oracle (RSO) [11] .
Random linear oracle
RLOs use a randomly generated hyperplane to divide the feature space. To generate RLO the following procedure was proposed:
• Select randomly a pair of examples from the training set • Find the line segment between these points, passing through the middle point M • Calculate the hyperplane perpendicular to the obtained line segment and containing M
The interested reader is referred to [10, 11] for more details.
Random spherical oracle
RSO is based on a hypersphere where one classifier is responsible for the subspace inside of that hypersphere, while the second classifier is in charge of the rest of the feature space (outside of the hypersphere). The generation procedure of RSO is as follows [11] :
• Select randomly at least the half (≥ 50%) of the features • Choose randomly an example from training set to be the center of the hypersphere • Calculate distances from the center to K examples from training set (chosen at random); the median of these distances is the radius of the hypersphere Notice that, the random feature subset selection is done in order to improve the randomness, thus the diversity of the RSO. Moreover, the method itself is scalable, meaning that it is weakly affected by the number of attributes and not affected at all by the number of examples.
Why does it work?
There are no theoretical proofs standing behind the good functionality of the ROs. The existing CE approaches are usually too complex and difficult to analyse. Kuncheva and Rodríguez [10, 11] presented two concepts, which possibly could explain the robustness of the ROs:
1. High accuracy of the base classifiers. As the oracle splits the training set into two subsets, each of the two subclassifiers being a component of the RO may have an easier classification task than a single classifier learning over the entire training set. This may lead to higher accuracy obtained by taking the RO as the base classifier. 2. High diversity of the base classifiers.
Since the oracle is a random function, it induces additional diversity (through its randomness) to the two subclassifiers. Thus, it is quite probable that the set of base classifiers composing CE is more diverse.
Framework of random oracles fuzzy classifier ensembles
In this subsection, we will detail how the RO-based bagging FRBCEs are designed. To generate RObased FRBCEs, a normalized dataset is split into two parts, a training set and a test set. The training set is submitted to an instance selection procedure in order to provide K individual training sets (bags) to train RO (either RLO or RSO) mini-ensembles composed of the oracle and two Fuzzy Unordered Rule Induction Algorithm (FURIA) [6, 34] subclassifiers. The oracles randomly split the bags into two parts and feed each FURIA classifier with the data from each half-space. As already said, RLO is based on the randomly generated hyperplane, which serves as a mean to divide the feature space. Alternatively, RSO does so using a random hypersphere. In total, 2 × K FURIA-based fuzzy FRBCSs are generated in every case. Let us emphasize that during the classification phase, the oracle commits an internal classifier selection, that is to say it decides which FURIA subclassifier makes the final decision for the given example to be further used at the ensemble level (classifier fusion).
Of course, we directly use the fuzzy classification rules generated by the FURIA algorithm. These fuzzy rules R [30, 31] .
After the training, we get an initial RO-based bagging FRBCE, which is validated using the training and the test errors, as well as a measure of complexity based on the total number of fuzzy rules obtained from the FURIA classifiers. The standard majority voting approach is applied as the classifier fusion method [29, 32] : the ensemble class prediction will directly be the most voted class in the ROs output set. In the case of a tie the output class is chosen at random.
The global framework of the RO-based bagging FRBCE approach is presented in Fig. 1 . 
Experiments and analysis of results
This section is devoted to validate our framework using FURIA as a base classifier in RO-based bagging FRBCEs. Firstly, the experimental setup considered is introduced. Then, RLO-and RSO-based bagging FRBCEs are compared with bagging FRBCEs in order to show that ROs have a good influence on the performance of bagging FRBCEs. Furthermore, selected RSO-based bagging FRBCEs are compared with classical RSO-based bagging CEs. By doing so, we want to show that RSO-based bagging FRBCEs are competitive against the state-ofthe-art RSO-based bagging CEs using C4.5 [10, 11] and Naïve Bayes [11] as the base classifiers, when dealing with high complexity datasets, thanks to the use of the FURIA algorithm.
Experimental setup
To evaluate the performance of the RO-based bagging FRBCEs, 29 high dimensional data sets from the UCI machine learning and the KEEL dataset repositories have been selected (see Table 1 ). Every attribute is tagged as real, integer, or nominal, denoted by "(R/I/N)" in the , denoted by "cmpl.". In order to compare the accuracy of the considered classifiers, we used the Dietterich's 5×2-fold cross-validation (5×2-cv) [35] . The Friedman test and the Iman-Davenport are also used for assessing the statistical significance of the differences between algorithms [36, 37] . The Wilcoxon Signed-rank test is used for paired comparisons. The confidence level considered for the null hypothesis rejection of all statistical tests considered is 5%.
Comparison of RSO-based bagging FRBCEs with RLO-based bagging FRBCEs and bagging FRBCEs
This subsection is devoted to analyze the performance of ROs combined with bagging FRBCEs. We compare them with the bagging FRBCEs approach proposed in [5] , a base variant without RO. In order to make a fair comparison, we consider all CEs having a similar complexity based on the total number of rules in the FRBCSs. Notice that, although by embedding ROs into the CE the number of resulting classifiers in the ensemble increases by two (RO includes an oracle and two classifiers for each bag), the total number of rules in the FRBCEs does not necessarily have to increase by the same factor (it will be shown below, when analyzing Table 4 ). Thus, we consider the generated bagging FRBCEs comprised by 50 classifiers and RO-based bagging FRBCEs comprised by 37 classifiers only to achieve a similar complexity in terms of number of fuzzy rules in both ensembles.
The obtained results over the 29 selected datasets are presented in Table 2 , that collects the test errors for the three tested FRBCEs. The best result for a given dataset is presented in bold font. The average "Avg." and standard deviation "Std. Dev." values over the 29 datasets are reported at the bottom of the table.
In view of this Table 2 : A comparison of RO-based bagging FRBCEs (37 classifiers) with bagging FRBCEs (50 classifiers) in terms of accuracy.
These conclusions are confirmed in Table 3 , which presents the p-values of the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests between the three FRBCE design approaches (the results showing a significant difference are presented in bold font). Both RO-based bagging FRBCEs show significant differences in comparison to bagging FRBCEs. However, the statistical test did not indicate significant differences between both RO-based bagging FRBCEs. As already mentioned, we use the overall number of rules in the FRBCEs as a measure of the en-semble complexity, while the number of classifiers composing the ensemble was fixed after a preliminary study. Table 4 shows the corresponding values for each of the three FRBCEs.
In the light of this table, it can clearly be noticed that both RO-based bagging FRBCEs obtain a lower complexity than the original bagging FRBCEs in terms of overall average number of rules. RLObased bagging FRBCEs obtain the lowest overall average number of rules, as well as the lowest individual number of rules in 25 out of 29 cases (even though RSO-based bagging FRBCEs are not much inferior). Notice that, the overall standard deviation values are very high due to the large number of rules obtained for the letter dataset. Because of that, we also present the overall average number of rules and the overall standard deviation for the 28 remaining datasets at the bottom of this All in all, we may conclude that RO-based bagging FRBCEs significantly outperform bagging FRBCEs both in terms of accuracy and complexity. A decision whether to choose RLO or RSO is not straightforward since RLO obtains slightly lower accuracy, but also lower complexity, while RSO does the opposite (slightly higher accuracy at the cost of a slightly higher complexity). For the purpose of this contribution, which focuses on obtaining highly accurate FRBCEs, we will choose the RSO approach for the further comparisons.
Comparison of RSO-based FRBCEs with other RSO-based CEs
In this subsection we compare RSO-based bagging FRBCEs with classical RSO-based bagging CEs using C4.5 [10, 11] and Naïve Bayes (NB) [11] as the base classifiers.
In this case, a comparison using the number of rules in the base classifiers used as the complexity measure is rather impossible, as NB is not a rulebased classifier and C4.5 considers tree-based rules. Table 5 presents the test results achieved by RSObased bagging FRBCEs and RSO-based bagging CE using C4.5 and NB over the 29 datasets.
In the light of this Table 5 : A comparison of RSO-based bagging CEs using FURIA, C4.5 and NB in terms of accuracy.
In Table 6 , the ranking of the three RSO-based CEs considered on each dataset is shown. RSObased FRBCEs appears 18 times in the first position (with 2 ties) and 11 times in the second position. Hence, it never appears in the third position.
The average rankings of each CE obtained through the Friedman test is shown in Table 7 . The Iman-Davenport test indicates significant differences between the algorithms, as the p-value is equal to 3.025066 × 10 −7 , which is much lower than the assumed α-value 0.05. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test confirms these conclusions (see Table 8 ). It reveals significant differences in favor of RSO-based bagging FRBCEs when comparing with RSO-based bagging CEs using NB. That is not the case when comparing with RSO-based bagging CEs using C4.5, however notice that p-value is equal to 0.0561, which is actually in the border of the confidence level α-value assumed (assuming α-value equal to 0.10 the statistical test would show significant differences). To get a deep insight of the results, the dispersion of the results is shown in Fig. 2 by means of boxplots. In this case, the performance advantage of RSO-based bagging FRBCEs over the other approaches is also clear in view of the lowest values obtained (lower quartile, median, and upper quartile). Both classical RSO-based bagging CEs (especially the approach with NB) turn out to be inferior approaches.
Concluding, RSO-based bagging FRBCEs out- perform classical RSO-based bagging CEs using C4.5 and NB. Thus, we may draw the conclusion that RO-based bagging FRBCEs successfully deal with high complexity datasets, being competitive with classical RO-based bagging CEs using two standard machine learning base classifiers.
Conclusions and future works
We wanted to demonstrate that random oracles is a CE approach exhibiting several interesting characteristics and when combined with fuzzy classifier ensembles is able to improve its performance. The proposed approach was not only able to deal with high complexity problems, but also obtained a high performance, being competitive with standard base classifiers such as C4.5 and NB in terms of accuracy and complexity (C4.5 only). To show that, we carried out exhaustive experiments using 29 high complexity datasets from the UCI and the KEEL repositories. These promising conclusions lead to several research lines to follow as future works. Definitely, combining random oracles with other classifier fusion or classifier selection approaches is a challenging objective. Among them, we would like to consider decision templates (classifier fusion) [29] , overproduce-and-choose strategy (classifier selection) [27, 28] , and dynamic classifier selection (classifier selection) [26, 27] .
